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“Ben, sit,” Val begs.
Val sets a map on his lap. 

The following short vowel words  
appear in this story:

at
bad
bam
begs
Ben
bits
cup
cut
dig

digs
dug

fog
gabs
get

gets
got
has
hex
his
hits
in
is

it
lap
leg

map
Mom
nods
not
on
pit
rid

rips

sets
sit

taps
tips
up
Val
wet
win

wins
yaps
yips

The following high-frequency  
words appear in this story:

a and of the



Ben taps the map.
“The map has a hex on it.

Get rid of it.” 

“A hex?” Val gabs. 
“The map is not bad!”



“Dig at the X and win!”Val taps the map.



“Dad dug at the X,” Ben yips. 
“The fog got him.” 

“Mom dug at the X,” Ben yaps. 
“Mom got a cut!” 



A cup tips.
Val gets wet.

Ben gets up.
Bam!

Ben hits his leg.



Ben rips the map to bits.Val nods at Ben.
“The map is a hex.

Get rid of it.”



Ben sets the map in the pit.Ben digs a pit.



Ben wins!
Let’s Talk Literacy!

Val taps the map.

Read the sentence below. Then circle 
the picture that matches the sentence.



Let’s Talk Literacy!
Say the name of each picture  
below. Then circle the words  

that have a short vowel sound.

Answers: box, pan, cut, pig, men

Let’s Talk Literacy!
Read the word. Then look at the picture 
to figure out its rhyming word. Change 
the first letter of the word to make the 

new word, and write it on the line.

Word New word

cat

bit

lug

Change to

Answers: bat, hit, jug



Let’s Talk Literacy!Let’s Talk Literacy!
Say the name of the picture in each 

row. Then circle the word in each row 
that is part of the same word family.

hum  hug  gut  gum  hat 

not  nip  cot  set  nut 

cop  cob  rut  cut  rag

Each of the words below contains a 
short vowel. Sound out each word. 

Then draw a line from each word to 
its matching picture.

bag  cup  pod  sun  wed  wig



r_t p_n p_n h_p

Let’s Talk Literacy!
Each picture word below uses a short 
vowel sound. Say the name of each 
picture word below. Then fill in the 

missing vowel that completes the word.

Answers: bed, cat, gum, pot, rat, pen, pin, hop

b_d c_t g_m p_t

Let’s Talk Literacy!
Look at each picture below. Then read 

the words below each picture. Circle the 
word that matches the picture.

but  bus  bug fab  fan  tan hat  bam  ham 

hop  hot  pot bet  jam  jet rib  rig  pig 



Let’s Talk Literacy!
Say the name of each picture below.  

As you speak, tap out the sounds
for each word. Then write the letter  

for each sound in the box.

Answers: b-u-s / l-i-d / w-e-b
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